In this paper, we analyze the performance of CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with burst reservation. A mobile terminal reserves the channel for the duration of its burst and transmits spread packets. The packets are transmitted in unslotted mode. As the packet transmission of mobile terminal can be begun at any time, the level of multi-user interference fluctuates during the packet transmission. We, therefore, calculate the bit error probability and throughput by considering not only the number of overlapped packets but also the amount of time overlap. We assume that the generation of bursts is Poisson distributed, the number of packets transmitted at once by a mobile terminal is geometrically distributed, and the packet length is constant. By modeling the system as a Markov chain, we obtain the throughput of CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with burst reservation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, the packet radio systems based on the code division multiple access (CDMA) have received significant attention as a system for third generation mobile communication because of features such as random access capability, potentiality for high throughput performance, and low peak power in the transmission [l]. The packet radio systems based on CDMA can be classified into two systems, CDMA slotted ALOHA system and CDMA unslotted ALOHA system according to access schemes. In CDMA ALOHA system with burst reservation, a mobile terminal reserves the channel for the duration of its burst and transmits spread packets based on methods similar to other reservation-based protocols such as Packet Reservation Multiple Access (PRMA), PRMA++, and PRMA/CDMA [2] . In CDMA slotted ALOHA, packet transmission is initiated only at the beginning of a slot and the success of packet depends on the number of interference within the slot. In contrast to CDMA slotted ALOHA, the packet in CDMA unslotted ALOHA can be transmitted at any time, so it does not require synchronization. Its system implementation, therefore, is easier than CDMA slotted ALOHA. However, the analysis of CDMA unslotted ALOHA is more difficult because the level of user interference fluctuates during the packet transmission.
Many people have studied on the analysis and improvements of the CDMA ALOHA systems. Yin and Li [3] introduced a new technique to analyze the throughput of an L-channel CDMA network. Their analysis of the unslotted CDMA system with fixed packet length was based on the ballot theory considering the level of signal to noise ratio during packet transmission. Toshimitsh et al. [4] presented a novel spread slotted ALOHA system with a CLSP. The slot size of the proposed system was assumed to be less than the packet size. They, therefore, were able to apply CLSP and improved the throughput of spread slotted ALOHA system. Sat0 et al. [5] analyzed the CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with fixed packet length. As the levels of multiuser interference fluctuate during the packet transmission, they calculated the packet success probability and throughput.
In this paper, we analyze the performance of CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with burst reservation. A mobile terminal can transmit its burst in unslotted mode after receiving the permission granted packet and spread sequence from hub station. The hub station senses the channel load, which means the number of simultaneous transmission, and controls the 0-7803-5565-2/99/$10.00 0 1999 IEEE permission of mobile terminal's transmission so as not to cause the severe multiuser interference. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 11, the system model of CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with burst reservation is presented. The system parameters such as packet succcss probability and throughput are analyzed in Section 111. In Section IV, numerical results and computer simulation results are compared, and concluding remarks are presented in Section V.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELING
A mobile tcrminal sends a reservation request packet to hub station for burst transmission and waits for permission. Hub station senses the channel load and then sends a permission granted packet to mobile terminal if the channel load is less than or equal to a certain threshold a. This scheme is similar to CLSP (Channel Load Sensing Protocol) [6] . The mobile terminal receiving the permission granted packet transmits its burst at any bit time. The state transition diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . [5] . The bit error probability is expressed as [7] where Here, N is the number of chip per bit, A is the numbcr of interfering packet, No is the two-sided spectral density of Gaussian noise, and Q(z) is given by
THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS (3)

Transition of the Number of Interfering Packets
The number of interference level varics during its burst because mobile terminals can transmit their bursts at any time. For calculating a packet success probability, we suppose "tagged" packet as shown in Fig. 2 and arrange the other messages in order for simplicity. This figure shows that the number of interfering packets varies while the tagged packet is transmitted. Because the generation of arriving bursts is Poisson distribution, the probability that k bursts will enter the network in a packet duration Tp is given by
Now, we calculate the probability P(m) that there are m packets a t a certain time t,. First, we assume that the number of bursts that arrive in time interval
Itrn+, t,-i+l) and depart channel after t , is equal to a,. Then, P(ai) is calculated as following.
where the probability P ( B 2 i) that the number of packets in a burst is larger than i packets is calculated as follows. (7) where M is the maximum number of packets could be transmitted at once by a mobile terminal. Accordingly, the probability P(m) is given by 
System Offered Load
where N is spreading factor. Because the number of packets is geometrically distributed with average number of packets B, the probability that the number of packets transmitted at once is 2 [packets] is given by 
Derivation of Conditional State Transition Probability
If the number of interfering packets is mi on ith bit , the interfering packets increase to mi + 1, decrease to mi -1, or remain to mi during bit timing since the number of interference level is varying bit by bit during the tagged packet transmission. The number of interfering packets is always less than a since the number of ongoing packets is controlled below a certain threshold a by hub station. Let the bit timing be At, then the system can be modeled by Markov chain as shown in Fig. 3 . If there are ml bursts on first bit of tagged packet and the number of bursts that depart during the packet duration Tp among ml bursts is equal to mi as shown in Fig 2, 
, otherwise.
Derivation of Packet Success Probability
To calculate the packet success probability, we define an extended function fj(mj,ml,mi) used in
Ref. [5] . The tagged packet is transmitted successfully from the first bit to the (j -1)th bit, where ml, bursts depart during packet duration Tp among ml bursts which is the number of interfering bursts on first bit. We can calculate the function f, (m,, m l , m i ) recursively based on Markovian property of m3. First, when j is thc first bit of the tagged packet, fj(mj, ml,m',) is the function of probability P(mi, m l ) .
where P(rn1) is obtained by (8) On the other hand, the system throughput is defined as the average number of successful transmissions in a packet duration Tp. Thus, the system throughput Ssys and normalized throughput Sao,m are obtained as
IV. NUMERICAL AND SIMULA-TION RESULTS
In this section, we compare the numerical results with simulation results of CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with burst reservation. Bit errors in a packet are assumed to be caused by multiuser interference and additive white Gaussian noise. The system parameters used in this simulation are summarized in Table 1 . Fig. 4 . Infinity value of &/NO means that the effect of additive white Gaussian noise is neglected and so bit errors can occur due to multiuser interference. As expected, results show that the throughput of CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with burst reservation also exhibits the ALOHA-like throughput (S) versus offered channel load (G). S increases with G, but eventually decreases as G becomes larger. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , throughput performance of CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with burst reservation is shown for various threshold of channel load a when hub station controls channel load. Here, only multiuser interference is considered. For ct < 8, throughput is lower than that of system without control of channel load because of over rejection of hub station. When cr = 8, maximum throughput is obtained. The throughput decreases as a is larger than 8 and the same throughput as system without control of channel load is shown for ct 2 26. These results imply that the setting of optimum threshold value of channel load is important.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Throughput of CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with burst reservation is analyzed in this paper. In this system, a mobile terminal reserves the channel for the duration of its burst and transmits spread packets in unslotted mode. Under assumption that the generation of bursts is Poisson distributed and the number of packets in a burst is geometrically distributed, the system can be modeled as a Markov chain. We obtain the throughput of system considering the variance of multi-user interference during a burst transmission. The results show that the throughput of CDMA unslotted ALOHA system with burst reservation exhibits the ALOHAlike throughput versus offered load when hub station doesn't control channel load. However, when hub station controls the level of multi-user interference, the system keeps high throughput at high load traffic. Furthermore, optimal threshold to maximize the number of simultaneous transmission of packets is obtained. Commun., vol. 14, no. 9, pp. 1698-1707, December 1996.
